SEE, — HOW the complexities of FIELD THEORIES HID from us, the fact that relative motion (phase)
between all these spinning entities, in the micro & macro universe, gives us all the attractive and repulsive

Fundamental Forces.
Oct-29-2018.

Field Theories in html: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.html
Also, Field Theories in Word: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.doc
& Field Theories in Adobe pdf: http://rbduncan.com/fieldtheory.pdfFitzpatrick's 1966 book showed the relative motion laws of A. Ampère unified
the forces.
Fitz's first book in 1966
Fitz's 1966 book in PDF

EVERYTHING on these links herein are FREE, & NO pop up ads with these either.

This was the way the site --below-- looked many years ago. - - Dan Fitz.

Bose-Einstein Condensate is proof space is
merely a phase aspect of this Schrödinger
frequency universe
Bose-Einstein Condensate is proof that Dr. Milo Wolff is right
and we are in this frequency universe predicted by
Schrödinger.
Dr. Milo Wolff has proven the electron is a scalar, standing
wave and that this is Schrödinger's frequency universe.
In addition, I've shown that space is merely a phase aspect of
this Schrödinger frequency universe.
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By cooling and producing the Bose-Einstein Condensate, you
are removing the energy from these standing wave entities so
that they actually merge into a single entity.
From Scientific American March 1998 issue:
"Expanding on Bose's work, Einstein showed that if a sample of atoms were
cooled sufficiently, a large fraction of them would settle into the single lowest
possible energy state in the container. In mathematical terms, their
individual wave equations--which describe such physical characteristics of
an atom as its position and velocity--would in effect merge, and each atom
would become indistinguishable from any other."

This does not prove quantum theory wrong -- quantum
theory still survives within certain parameters -- but this does
indeed prove Dr. Milo Wolff right: We definitely are in a
standing wave universe where space is created by out of
phase spin/precessional/orbital frequencies. And space is
removed where these spin/precessional/orbital frequencies
-- by cooling -- become more in phase with each other.

FREE !! Click ANY of these links below to get what you want. FREE !!
LOOK AT WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TRY TO SQUARE A SPEED !!!
c.squared.html 11-25-2017
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c.squared.pdf 11-25-2017 (Adobe)
c.squared.doc 11-25-2017 (Word)

Click Here - for the Very Latest in SCIENCE.

For more about all this see:
http://www.amperefitz.com/einsteins.blunder.htm
And
http://www.amperefitz.com/aphaseuniverse.htm
Also:
http://www.amperefitz.com/assymfree.htm
Be sure to read:

http://www.amperefitz.com/acceleratingexpandinguniverse.htm
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See this short, clear picture:
http://www.amperefitz.com/principle-of-equivalence.htm
7-7-2017 Very Latest in SCIENCE - Click one of the links below:
Latest SCIENCE.htm &ensp;Latest SCIENCE.pdf &ensp;Latest SCIENCE.doc

And http://www.rbduncan.com/schrod.htm
There's a lot more too.
And this you can find out by buying my latest book Universities
Asleep at the Switch at Amazon.com or by reading it FREE simply
by clicking the following links:
http://www.amperefitz.com/unvasleep.htm (This link is faster if you have dial
up.)
http://www.amperefitz.com/ua_20071020_ck_ds_jm_ds.pdf (This is the book
FREE in Adobe.).
Over 4 Decades of Fitzpatrick's Books, Papers & Thoughts

http://www.amperefitz.com/4.decades.htm
Web pages are at: http://www.amperefitz.com & http://www.rbduncan.com
Thanks for reading this. Let me know what YOU think. e-mail is
Th1nker@indiainfo.com
This page can be copied and published by anyone as long as it is copied and
published in its entirety.
March 25, 2010
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Daniel P. Fitzpatrick Jr.
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